




BELIEVING IS NOT ALWAYS SEEING. 
Just ask Dennis Fantin, a Cal Poly chemistry instructor who 
has been blind since childhood. He has no problem keeping 
what's important in sight. 
This year, Fantin organized the first-ever ''Access Chemistry 
Project:' an open chemistry lab for blind and partially sighted 
high school students. The week long venture was the first of its 
kind in Cal Poly's history. 
Why did he do it? According to Fantin, it was his experi­
ences as a blind student and later as a blind scientist. 
Historically these students have missed the opportunity to 
learn chemistry because the subject has always been taught in 
highly visual ways. In addition, low societal expectations and 
exaggerated concerns about safety have been used as excuses 
to keep blind students out of the lab. 
"The project introduced adaptive teaching methods and 
presented chemical phenomena in ways that took advantage 
of non-visual senses:' said Fantin. 
One experiment involved students building a primary bat­
tery. Two beakers filled with solutions of potassium nitrate 
were placed side by side with paper towels saturated in sodium 
chloride connecting the two solutions. Students then placed a 
thin piece of metal, or electrode, in each beaker. A magnesium 
electrode was submerged in one beaker, a copper electrode in 
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the other. The electrodes were then connected to a low-pow­
ered buzzer. Successful students, completing this process en­
tirely by touch and hearing, heard the buzzer sound when the 
batteries came alive. Smiles usually followed. 
Lack of vision may give additional insights related to other 
senses said Fantin, noting he can walk down a quiet street and 
avoid parked cars by listening to the reflected sound of his own 
footsteps, and by hearing subtle changes in the local soundscape. 
Students without sight learn to adapt, especially in a lab. 
Workshop activities also included the outdoors, kayaking 
across the Morro Bay estuary and enjoying lunch on the sand 
spit. Fantin led the group south on a six-mile beach hike on 
another occasion, enjoying the salt air and keeping the sound 
of surf firmly to the right. 
Fantin earned his Ph.D. in biophysics from UC Berkeley. 
The Bay Area native calls himself fortunate for having a sup­
portive family and inspiring teachers from middle school 
through postdoctoral work "My goal for this project is to give 
back, providing these aspiring young science students support 
and guidance to accomplish their dreams:' he said. 
Ten high school students from across the nation attended the 
workshop. It was underwritten by grants from the True North 
Foundation of Grass Valley, The Jewett Foundation of San Fran­
cisco and the College of Science and Mathematics. 0 
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